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W hen

you ask people visiting Hiroo
Shopping Street about what they think makes

other to prevent the warm downtown

this area so charming, answers are never

beautiful", and so on and so forth. Even the

limited to one. Some of the answers are as

shop owners often give positive comments

follows: “The people in Hiroo, especially the

about Hiroo, saying that “The customers are

elderlies, are stylish”, “There are many

all polite and wonderful.” It is clear that

foreigners, which makes Hiroo more
cosmopolitan”, “All the abundant greeneries,
such as the ones in Arisugawa-no-miya
Memorial Park, is very
relaxing”, “The trendy
shops brings me joy”, "The
old and new shops
complementing each

atmosphere is calming”, ”The area is always

whether they are only visiting or living in
Hiroo or not, the people help to bring out the
uniqueness of Hiroo. Although the
attractiveness of shopping street is not
something that can be summed up in one
word, we decided to use the term “Hiroo
mode” to represent the positive ambience
that many feel towards this area.

element that makes up the “Hiroo

“Hiroo Towers”. Hiroo Towers has become

mode” is that it is located right in front of the

Hiroo’s trademark since it is surrounded by

Tokyo Metro Hiroo station. When you exit

greenery and has an outdoor pool among

the station (Exit 1 and 2), “Hiroo Plaza”,

various recreational facilities such as a BBQ

which is an office and shopping mall that is

area. The company that runs all of this is Isono

home to the Meidi-ya Hiroo store,

real estate agency Ltd. Adapting to the trend,

immediately enters your sight with its stylish

and responding to client needs by constantly

design. Shops that are trending among the

providing top quality services, they have

customers are opening one after another. A

attracted sophisticated customers

25m pool has been opened on the 3rd floor.

who add to the "Hiroo mode",

They also have a "Hiroo Club", which is a

regardless of their nationality.

sports club that many celebrities go to. From

In this issue, we have been

Hiroo Plaza, on the opposite side of the

given the chance to listen to

brick-paved Gaien-nishi Dori, is a fancy row

the story of the managing

of shops called "Hiroo Garden”. Many

director Mr. Isono Keiichi,

foreigners live around there, and contains a

who was born in Hiroo and

famous luxury apartment called

loves everything about it.

One

ZOOM UP

The mini steam train is
popular among children and
families in the Hiroo Fair
and the Tuna Fair. The train
runs on a 5-inch railroad and
covers a distance of about
80 meters. The train runs in a
straight direction from Hiroo Children’s
Playpark and makes a turn before it arrives
at Masukatsu Liquor Store. Ogawa Model
Co., Ltd. is operating the railway system
and out of 4 steam locomotives the
company owns, the one that can be seen
in the Hiroo Fair is the “Kono” which was
named by one of our veteran staﬀ
members. The “Kono” is about 90cm long
and weighs about 70kg. Just like a real
steam locomotive engine, the “Kono” runs
by a boiler full of water heated up by coal,
which is burned by fire to generate steam.
In order for our customers to
enjoy the ride, anthracites are
used and the engine is
surrounded by a shield to
prevent sparks. The train
features a boiler near the
driver’s seat, a cylindrical fire room,

a safety valve, a steam pipe,
a smokestack, a smoke
box door, and a coupler.
Its resemblance to a real
steam locomotive attract
many railway fans.
Mr. Ogawa, the head of
the company, creates the
wheels on his own by a carbon
steel (better known as a “tire”) using a lathe.
The “tires” are then placed at the center of
each wheel, carefully. The wheels tend to get
worn out quite quickly so he regularly takes
care of the wheels; as well as cleaning the fire
room which is prone to get filled up with
ashes. A steam locomotive has a strength to
carry over 2t of cargo, but at the Hiroo Fair,
safety is our biggest priority so the train runs
with four 1.8-meter coaches. The clicketyclackety sounds made from when the mini
steam train passes through a joint, echoes in
the Hiroo Shopping Street. We hope to see
you ride the mini steam train at the Hiroo Fair
on Sunday, October 22nd!

Hiroo’s
treasure

“Passing down and spreading the
strength of the youth”
x
“Hiroo Shopping Street”
Did you notice students from nearby schools helping out the events held
in Hiroo Shotengai?

The relationship between the Hiroo Shopping street and
the University of Sacred Heart, Tokyo started twelve
years ago when one of the seminar groups asked to
help Hiroo Shotengai. The theme in the seminar was,
“making a city”. Mr. Yousuke Akiyama, one of the codirectors of the Shotengai as well as the head of a long
established rice shop, used part of his old shop to make
a “rice cafe”, which became the starting base for the
students’ and Shotengai’s’ movement. This project
involved the students brainstorming what they could do
to modernize the street. The people of Hiroo Shopping
Street determined what they could do, by simulating with
pre-existing materials. Students enthusiastically got
involved in meetings, which were held multiple times. By
the time, the plan slowly came into shape. The main bulk
of events started developing then. Currently, ‘the Sacred
Heart Radio Station’
announces upcoming events,
broadcasts their original program,
and does the DJ for the
community FM, ‘the Shibuya
Radio Station’. They are the
reporters of our Hiroo Shotengai.
The students of Sacred Heart
also assist in the creation of the Hiroo shopping street
magazine ‘Hiroo Walk’ and the Shopping street's
homepage. The official volunteering group in Sacred
Heart “M.M.S.S.” has been hosting the “Hiroo Uchimizu
(water sprinkling) project” for fourteen consecutive
years. The Sacred Heart
choir also sings the
Christmas carol at the
Shotengai every
December. The Tuna
Festival in June is also
lead by the students in the
Sacred Heart, where many graduates are seen coming
back to Hiroo Shopping Street.

Students in Hiroo
Gakuen High School
support the events in
our community as well.
They help sell products,
pick up trash, and
guide visitors around the area. International
course students also assist in English
announcements and translations.
Rinsen
Elementary School
recently celebrated
their 140th
anniversary. Many
of the remaining
graduates of this
school volunteer at Hiroo Shopping Street. The
strong connections between them and the
shopping street can be shown by their voluntary
works. In this elementary school, the younger
division is introduced to our community through
field trip and help out at various shops by sixth
grade.
Tokyo-Jogakkan Elementary School is another
participant in this program. Every year in autumn,
third-grade students work at a shop in the
shopping street. Many parents visit the shopping
street in order to see
their children grow by
this unique experience.

